Comparative ultrastructure of late rabbit-embryo erythroid cells in liver and peripheral blood.
A morphological study of hemoglobin biosynthesis activity in rabbit-embryo liver and peripheral blood was comparatively developed. Orthochromatic erythroblasts and reticulocytes of the same maturing degree were analysed through thin sections, as to their organellar constitution and behaviour regarding iron incorporation. It was found that peripheral blood erythroid cells contain mainly hemosomes, organelles taken as sites of final hemoglobin molecule biosynthesis. The ratio between the mean number of hemosomes in blood erythroid cell sections and that in liver erythroid cell sections reaches a little more than 6:1. Inversely, late liver erythroid cells are predominantly constituted by mitochondria that directly or indirectly participate in hemosome formation. The ratio between the mean number of mitochondria in blood erythroid cell sections and that in liver erythroid cell sections reaches 1:11. Besides this, the iron incorporation activity is higher in peripheral blood erythroid cells than in liver erythroblasts and reticulocytes. It is apparent that erythroid cells in the liver accumulate heme, given the ratio of the means of iron incorporation activity per cell to hemosome per cell (3.67), while blood erythroid cells, with a 1.08 ratio, synthesize heme, which is immediately afterwards integrated into the globin chains. The sudden increase in the formation of hemosomes when liver orthochromatic erythroblasts and reticulocytes enter the peripheral blood, reflecting an enhancement of hemoglobin synthesis, agrees with biochemical findings of other authors.